ARTH101-061  Visual Culture  3 credits
TWR  10:00AM-1:00PM    Rachael Vause

_Satisfies: Multicultural; University Breadth; Group A_
Explores the ways we make, perceive and experience images and artifacts. Students will hone their skills in seeing, analyzing historical models and critically engaging in discussions of visual art and material cultures in selected eras and civilizations around the world.

ARTH230-061  American Art to 1900  3 credits
TWR  2:00PM-5:00PM    Kristen Nassif

_Satisfies: University Breadth; Group B_
Painting, printmaking, architecture, sculpture, photography, and the decorative arts of North America from the earliest colonial settlements through the late nineteenth century. American art examined in the light of its political and social contexts, cultural diversity, and circulation through the Atlantic World.